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Figure 2 A combined optical light curve. Afterglow data points are drawn from the

are in arbitrary units. Horizontal error bars indicate periods of active observation.

GCN archive21±33. The early decay of the ROTSE-I light curve is not well ®tted by a

We note that there is no information about the optical light curve outside these

single power law. The ®nal ROTSE limit is obtained by co-adding the ®nal four

intervals. Vertical error bars represent ¯ux uncertainties. Further information

200-s images. The inset shows the ®rst three ROTSE optical ¯uxes compared to

about GCN is available at http://gcn.gsfc.nasa.gov/gcn

the BATSE g-ray light curve in the 100±300 keV energy band. The ROTSE-1 ¯uxes

for such events. We expect that ROTSE will be important in the
exploration to come.
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Ultrasonically driven gas bubbles in liquids can emit intense
bursts of light when they collapse1. The physical mechanism for
single-bubble sonoluminescence has been much debated2,3. The
conditions required for, and generated by, bubble collapse can be
deduced within the framework of a hydrodynamic (Rayleigh±
Plesset4) analysis of bubble dynamics and stability5,6, and by
considering the dissociation and outward diffusion of gases
under the extreme conditions induced by collapse7,8. We show
here that by extending this hydrodynamic/chemical picture in a
simple way, the light emission can be explained too. The additional
elements that we add are a model for the volume dependence of
the bubble's temperature9,10 and allowance for the small emissivity
of a weakly ionized gas11. Despite its simplicity, our approach can
account quantitatively for the observed parameter dependences of
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the light intensity and pulse width, as well as for the spectral shape
and wavelength independence of the pulses12±15.
The ®rst reliable measurements of the pulse width of singlebubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) and its virtual independence on
wavelength12±15 showed that simple Planck emission from a black
body is not suf®cient to explain the experimental observations,
because it would result in much longer pulses at long wavelengths
than in the short wavelength regime. Moss and collaborators11
realized that the temperature-dependent photon absorption of the
gas has to be taken into account to explain the deviation from blackbody radiation. They found that the bubble is not an ideal absorber
(that is, not a surface emitter like an ideal black body), but because
of its tiny size most photons can escape without reabsorption and
therefore the bubble is transparent for its own radiation most of the
time (that is, it is a volume emitter). The photons carry information
about the light production processes, and the radiation differs from
black-body emission in both intensity and spectral shape.
To calculate the absorption coef®cients (and thus the light
emission) quantitatively, we need the temporal variation of the
bubble radius R(t) and of the gas temperature T(t) inside the
bubble. The bubble dynamics are well described by the RayleighPlesset equation4 and the bubble temperature, which is assumed to
be spatially uniform, follows directly from R(t) via the nearadiabatic compression and heating of the collapsing bubble. (The
assumption of uniform bubble temperature is supported by full
numerical simulations of the bubble's interior11,16,17.) To describe
the heating, we use a polytropic exponent which itself varies with
time, taken from Prosperetti's work9,10. This leads to isothermal
behaviour for most of the cycle, whereas adiabaticity is approached
only near the radius minimum (see Section 1 of Supplementary
Information). For the parameters of typical SBSL experiments, the
maximum computed temperatures lie in a fairly narrow range of
T max < 20;000±30;000 K. (This is much higher than the 5,000 K
observed in multi-bubble sonoluminescence18.) All parameters
entering the entire formalism described here are the appropriate
material parameters for noble gases in water; no adjustable ®tting
parameters have been used. We consider only noble gases (especially
argon and xenon), because all other (molecular) constituents of the
gas dissociate and leave the bubble7,8, as has been con®rmed in
experiment19,20.
The computed maximum temperatures translate, via the Saha

equation21, into a rather small degree of ionization a. With ionization energies Eion < 16 eV for argon and <12 eV for xenon,
a ~ exp 2 Eion =2kB T typically stays below a few per cent in Ar
and below 10% in Xe. In this regime, three processes give the most
important contributions to the photon absorption coef®cient11,21:
free±free transitions of (1) electrons near ions (bremsstrahlung
absorption) and (2) electrons near neutral atoms, and (3) bound±
free transitions (ionization) (see Section 2 of Supplementary
Information). We used generic formulae for the ®rst two contributions and a hydrogen-like atom approximation, which has proved
useful even for many-electron systems, for the third (ref. 21, and
S.H., S.G. and D.L., manuscript in preparation). The total
absorption coef®cient (the inverse of the absorption length) at
wavelength l is obtained as the sum of the three terms,
kl T  kl1 T  kl2 T  kl3 T. The emitted light power per
wavelength interval (spectral radiance) follows from R(t), T(t),
and kl[T(t)] (see Section 3 of Supplementary Information):
Pl t  4p2 R2 I Pll T t


exp 2 2kl R t exp 2 2kl R t 2 1
3 1

kl R t
2k2l R t2

Here, IPl
l [T(t)] is the Planck intensity emitted from a black body at
temperature T(t). The formula simpli®es to the spectral radiance of
a black body in the limit of kl R ! ` and to that of a transparent
emitter (the usual case for an SBSL bubble) with Pl ~ kl RI Pll for
small klR. Pl inherits (via kl) the sensitive dependence of
a ~ exp 2 Eion =2kB T on the temperature. This explains both the
shortness of the pulse widths (the intensity is `turned off ' very
quickly) and their approximate wavelength independence, as
exp(-Eion/2kBT) does not vary with l.
As photon absorption and emission must balance in local
thermodynamic equilibrium (Kirchhoff 's law), every contribution
to the absorption corresponds to a light emission process. Sonoluminescence is therefore generated by thermal bremsstrahlung (the
inverse process of (1), (2)) and recombination radiation (inverse
of (3)).
Figure 1a shows examples for the spectral radiance following
from equation (1) for strongly driven argon and xenon bubbles in
water. They are in good agreement with experiment (not shown:
compare ref. 3), and the stronger light emission for xenon (mainly
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and shape of the experimentally reported spectra is reproduced very well

13), all given relative to the gas solubility c0. The parametric surface instability

(compare ref. 3), although the measured spectra decay slightly faster towards

restricts R0 to ,5.5 mm (calculated6, thin solid line) or ,7 mm (experimental23,
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with experiments13.
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due to its lower ionization energy) at equal parameters is reproduced. For both gases, a spectral maximum is predicted. It results
from an absorption edge which re¯ects the detailed energy level
structure of the noble gases (S.H, S.G. and D.L., manuscript in
preparation). In reality, these maxima should lie at somewhat
smaller l as the level structure becomes modi®ed at the high
pressures inside the collapsed bubble. For xenon, the spectral
maximum has been observed (at ,300 nm (ref. 3)); for argon, the
experiments are not conclusive because of the light absorption of
water which modi®es the spectrum below l < 250 nm. Figure 1b
con®rms that the full-width at half-maximum for the argon bubble
shows practically no dependence on l (as in experiment12,13,15),
whereas the present model predicts a quite pronounced variation of
the largest and brightest xenon bubbles (though much smaller than
in the black-body case). This variation should be detectable and
awaits experimental veri®cation.
A signi®cant advantage of the present approach is the possibility
to scan the whole parameter space of SBSL, because the calculations
are very simple, and thus to reproduce experimentally observed
parameter dependences of SBSL light emission. In experiment, the
driving frequency f, the forcing pressure Pa, the water temperature
Tw, and the noble gas concentration c` in the liquid far away from
the bubble are the crucial adjustable parameters. To calculate R(t),
we need the bubble's ambient radius R0 (radius of a stationary,
undriven bubble) for given f, Pa, Tw, and c`. It has been shown6,22 that
R0( f, Pa, Tw, c`) is given by the condition of diffusive stability
(dynamical equilibrium of gas exchange between the bubble interior
and the surrounding liquid).
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Figure 3 Calculated and measured sonoluminescence pulse widths as a function
of light intensity. Open symbols denote theoretical results and ®lled symbols
(from ref. 15) experimental data for f  34 kHz. The larger experimental values for
width and intensity are obtained for smaller water temperature, where the
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(ref. 15).
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Figure 2a shows the curves of diffusive equilibria in Pa ±R0 space
(the branches with positive slope being stable) for several gas
concentrations c` used in experiment12,13. As the experimenter
changes Pa, the corresponding curve determines the response of
the ambient size R0 of the SBSL bubble, and calculating the light
emission for these speci®c pairs (Pa, R0) should therefore reproduce
the measured photon numbers, pulse widths, and so on. The upper
limits for Pa and R0 are imposed by the onset of shape instabilities
(compare Fig. 2a and refs 6, 23 and 24. Figure 2b shows the results
for the widths (full-width at half-maximum) of the emitted SBSL
pulses, as a function of Pa. The range of pulse widths is in excellent
agreement with experiment. The shift in the Pa axis (,0.10±
0.15 atm) with respect to the data in ref. 13 could be due to the
simpli®ed modelling, but also to experimental inaccuracies of at
least 0.1 atm in measuring Pa (B. Gompf, personal communication).
A more stringent test of the theory presented here can be made by
comparing its predictions to the extensive experimental data of
Hiller et al.15 on spectral pulse widths and intensities, both of which
are accurately measurable quantities. In ref. 15, the intensity values
are given relative to the maximum intensity of an air bubble
dissolved in water at 150 mm Hg partial pressure. This normalizing
intensity was determined with the present model (the relevant
partial pressure being only that of argon (that is 1.5 mm Hg),
because of molecular dissociation), and used as the intensity unit
for all theoretical results in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a we compare for xenon
bubbles the experimentally found dependence of FWHM on intensity (®lled symbols) to our calculations (open symbols). The
agreement is, despite the approximations involved in the model,
excellent. Not only is the qualitative shape of the curve reproduced,
but also a quantitative comparison shows that the pulse widths
differ from the experimental values by no more than ,5% for
moderate intensities, and by no more than ,15% for high intensities. Other features from experiment are reproduced in Fig. 3b for
argon and xenon bubbles in the range of smaller intensities. We note
®rst that both argon and xenon bubbles follow almost exactly the
same line in this diagram, if the same noble-gas concentration is
applied (here, c` =c0  0:4%), although the values of Pa and R0 are
quite different at a given intensity. Second, the theory also reproduces the tiny pulse widths and intensities if air at 20 mm Hg partial
pressure is used instead of Ar or Xe (Fig. 3b, bottom left),
corresponding to a relative argon concentration of 0.03%.
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The anomalously fast motion of hydronium ions (H3O+) in water
is often attributed to the Grotthuss mechanism1,2, whereby protons tunnel from one water molecule to the next. This tunnelling
is relevant to proton motion through water in restricted geometries, such as in `proton wires' in proteins3 and in stratospheric ice
particles4. Transport of hydronium ions in ice is thought to be
closely related to its transport in water1,2. But whereas claims have
been made that such tunnelling can persist even at 0 K in ice5±7,
counter-claims suggest that the activation energy for hydronium
motion in ice is non-zero8±10. Here we use `soft-landing'11±13 of
hydronium ions on the surface of ice to show that the ions do not
seem to move at all at temperatures below 190 K. This implies not
only that hydronium motion is an activated process, but also that

+
D

DV  jEjb 

Qb
Aee0

1

where charge Q is deposited over area A, and e0 is the vacuum
permittivity. The ion motion could be measured by the timedependent current induced between an electrode placed on top of
the ®lm and the substrate, as in the classical `proof' of proton
tunnelling, the 95±180 K study by Eckener et al.5 They used 0.5-J
laser pulses to ``stimulate'' the release of hydronium ions from
hydrogen-gas-pretreated Pd powder. The powder was pressed onto
one face of ice crystal wafers 90±300 mm thick; the opposing face
was a biased electrode. However, these dif®cult experiments (never
duplicated) are prone to artefacts10,14. ``Proton injection'' experiments at much higher temperatures also claim a zero activation
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it does not occur at anything like the rate expected from the
Grotthuss mechanism. We also observe the motion of an important
kind of defect in ice's hydrogen-bonded structure (the D defect).
Extrapolation of our measurements to 0 K indicates that the defect
is still mobile at this temperature, in an electric ®eld of
1:6 3 108 V m 2 1 .
Water's hydrogen-bonded network must be disrupted to solvate
or transport ions. Figure 1 shows the hydrogen bonding in a thin
®lm of water. Normally, each water molecule hydrogen-bonds with
four neighbours. Three hydronium ions were initially placed on top
of the ®lm. At right, a proton has hopped four monolayers down, via
the Grotthuss mechanism. Figure 1 shows D and L defects, which
are misdirected hydrogen bonds, that put either two or zero protons
between two adjacent oxygens instead of the usual one proton.
These D/L defects facilitate the re-orientation of water molecules,
creating water's high solvation power and dielectric constant e.
The ions in Fig. 1 will move in their collectively self-generated
electric ®eld |E|. When all ions are at the top of a ®lm (of thickness b)
on an earthed substrate, this gives a `®lm voltage' DV of
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Figure 2 Lack of diffusion of hydronium ions in water ice. Data are shown for
crystalline water ®lms dosed with hydronium ions. Trace a, 2,880 monolayers

D

(ML) grown at 150 K, ion-dosed (20 nC) at 33 K. Voltage (left axis) is shown as

+

temperature T is increased at 0.167 K s-1. Trace b, 5,980 ML grown at 165 K, then

D

ion-dosed (700±3,800 nC) at 165 K. Trace c, 820 ML dosed at 165 K, ion dosed
(600±1,900 nC) at 165 K, then water dosed (480 ML) at 165 K. (Traces b, c use right
axis.) Water desorption occurs near 200 K for these thick ®lms (trace d, shown for
5,980 ML ®lm). Maximum ion dose is 2.6% of a monolayer. The water desorption

Figure 1 Ice structure and transport. A diagram of ice's hydrogen-bonding

curve is double-peaked, as the Kelvin probe slows desorption from the region

network is shown. On top were placed three hydronium ions (+). L and D

behind it. The shaded portion is the desorption peak to compare to the work-

hydrogen-bond defects are also present. At the top, `soft-landed' hydronium ions

function changes. e was measured to be about 2.3 6 33% for the start of trace a,

form D defects. At right the hydronium ion's proton, in an electric ®eld E, has

and 160 (650%) for the start of curves b and c. Voltage remaining high from 33 to

hopped to an adjacent water four times, changing the hydronium's position. In the

150 K (trace a) and from 160 to 190 K shows that hydronium ions do not move in

centre, a D defect moves away from the hydronium. At left, an L/D-defect pair

these temperature ranges. Dashed curve is the expected behaviour from

formed and diffused apart.

equation (1), for e proportional as 1/T, if hydronium ions do not move.
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